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0. Introduction. An /-immersion is an immersion without (/+l)-tuple
points. An immersion is called completely regular if its self-intersections are
transversal. In 1971, F. Uchida defined the cobordism group of l-immersions
as follows, (see [14]).

DEFINITION 0.1. A completely regular /-immersion /: Mn-+Nn+k is co-
bordant to zero if there exists an immersion F: V->W where:
(1) V and W are compact, C°°-dϊfTerentiable manifolds of dimensions n-\-ϊ

and n-\-k+ί respectively, and

(2) F: V-+W is a completely regular /-immersion such that (F\dV, dV> dW)

=(Λ M9 N).
Two completely regular /-immersions (/0, Mo, NQ) and (fu Mly Nx) will be
said to be cobordant if and only if the disjoint union (/0, M09 N0)-\-(—fu —Mly

is cobordant to zero.

Let C°(n, k; /) denote the set of cobordism classes of completely regular
/-immersions of dimensions dim M~n, dim N{=n+k. As usual an abelien
group structure is imposed on C°(n, k; I) by disjoint union.

We shall call these groups the oriented Uchida groups. Uchida investi-
gated these groups by geometrical methods. We first reduce the computation
of the groups C°(n> k; I) to algebraic topology and subsequently we compute
the ranks of these groups.

Uchida proved that for the non-orientable version of his groups the na-
tural map C(n. k\ /)->C(w, k; /+1) is a monomorphism. We prove that this
holds for the oriented Uchida groups as well. We shall proceed as follows.
In Section 1 we describe a space Γ/(&). In Section 2 we show that the bordism
groups of this space are isomorphic to the groups C°(«, k; /). In Section 3
we compute the ranks of the bordism groups of Tι(k). Before closing the
introduction, we give some remarks.

REMARK 0.2. The groups C°(n, k; I) for l=oo were considered earlier
by Schweitzer [Sc], He proved that these groups are isomorphic to the bor-
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dism groups of the space Ωl

00S00MSO(k). Ω^S^MSOfi) denotes the infinite
loop space of infinite suspension of the Thorn space MSO(k) of the universal
k dimensional vector bundle.

REMARK 0.3. By a result of Barratt and Eccles, for any (connected) space
X the space ΩTS°°X is filtrated in some natural way (see [1], [2], [3]). The
space Γ/(Λ), to be constructed in Section 1, actually coincides with the /-th
element of this filtration in the case, when X=MSO(k). For details see Sec-
tion 1.

REMARK 0.4. There is another notion of cobordism groups of immersions
in which—using the notation of Definition 0.1.—the manifold Nn+k is always
the sphere Sn+k

y and Wn+k+1 is always the cylinder Sn+kχL This type of co-
bordism groups was considered for /— oo by R. Wells [16], and for arbitrary
/ by P. Vogel [15] and the present author [9]. We remark, that these groups
are isomorphic to the homotopy groups πn+k(Tι{k)).

1. The space Γ/(λ;)

Below we describe two ways of constructing Γ/(&). The first approach is
related to the Γ + functor of Barratt and Eccles [1]. The second construction
is related to the Pontryagin-Thom construction and its basic idea was suggested
to me by M. Gromov.

l.a. Construction of T^k) by Barratt and Eccles (see [1]).
For m and n positive integers, we write Cn

m for the set of strictly monotonically
X

increasing maps {1, 2, •••, m}->{ίy 2, •••, n}. Such a map induces a mono-
morphism X*: S(m)->S(n) of symmetric groups defined by:

X*(σ) (X(i)) = X{σ(ϊ)) for σ ε S ( » ) , i€= {1, 2, . - , m}

and X*(cr) (j) = j for

The map X also induces a map X*: S(n) -» S(m) by the requirement that for
any σ^S(ri) the following diagram commutes:

{1, 2, ..., m} — {1, 2, ..., n}

{1, 2, .... m} - ^ {1, 2, -.., n)

where φ^Cn

m and Im φ~Im(σoX).
Recall (see [6]) that for any discrete group G the infinite join Gr*(?*G* is a
contractible space and G acts on this space freely. Denote this space by WG.
Hence the map X*: S(n)->S(m) induces a map WS(ή)->WS(m)> which we
denote by the same symbol X*.
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Given a space X with base point * consider the disjoint union

UWS(n)χXn (l.a.l)

where X" = X X X X (n factors).

The following relations generate an equivalence on union (l.a.l)

( 1 ) (w, x)~{wσ, x σ ) I

to&WS(n), ^ G Γ , σ<=S(n)y n>m>0 and -£eC* is such that if ί $ I π u £

then #,-=*.

On factorizing out by this equivalence we obtain the space which was denoted

by Barratt and Eccles by T+X. If in (l.a.l) we take the union only of terms

with n<l then after factorizing we obtain a space we shall denote by Γ/(X).

The space Γ7(Λ) is Γ,{X) for X=MSO{k).

l.b. Construction of Γ7(&) by M. Gromov.

We define the spaces Γ7(&) by induction on /. For /= 1 set T^k) to be the

Thorn space MSO(k).

NOTATION. Let SO(l)(k) denote the wreath product of the oriented ortho-

gonal group SO(k) with the symmetric group S(l). Notice that SO0)(k)(Zθ(l k).

The normal bundle of the manifolds of /-tuple points of a completely regular

/-immersion of codimension k admits the group SO(l)(k) as a structure group.
RN

Given a group GdO(N) let ξG: E[G] >BG and MG denote the universal N

dimensional vector bundle with structure group G and the Thorn space of

this bundle respectively. Consider the bundle ξ =ξG for G=SO(l)(k). Over any

simply connected subset U of the base BSO(l)(k) this bundle decomposes into

Whitney sum:

where ηu •••, 77/ are k dimensional oriented vector bundles over U. So we

can write x=x1-\- ••• +#/ for xdξ\u a n ( i χi^Vt (*—1> '"> 0 Decomposition

(l.b.l) will be meaningful even globally if we disregard the order of the terms.

After describing a loop in the base space BSO^l)(k) the summands are per-

muted by the element of the symmetric group S(/), which corresponds to the

homotopy class of the loop under the isomorphism S(Γ)^πι(BSO(l\k)).

In view of (l.b.l) the following spaces can be defined

D, = ixf=ES&'\k) 11|*,||<1 for j = 1, ••., /}

8D, = {x<=D,\ there exists/: l<j<l such that | | ^ | | = 1}

D° = D,\dD,
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S,= {xeD,\ there exist two different j,j": l<j<,l ί<,j'<l such that

IWI = IMI = 1}

\χ\\ =

80,(1-)=

Yt = {χ&D°ι\ there exists j9 \<j<l such that Xj = 0}

Z/ = {JCG9Z)/| Λ? = ΛTI+ +Λ?/ and all but one Xj \<j<l are zero}

EXAMPLE. 1=3 y k=l.

Consider a fibre F of Z);. F is a cube /3 (see figure 1.) Its surface is d
The union of the edges is S^F. The middle-points of the faces form the
set ZiΓ\F. Y/Γϊ-F is the union of the planes through the origin parallel to

a pair of faces of the cube. Dt(—j and dDt( — ) are the ball and sphere of

radius — with the centre in the centre of the cube. (Figure 1.)

1=3
Z)/-the cube

Y/- planes through the origin.

9Z)/-the surface of the cube.

Figure 1.

REMARK l.b.2. The analogues of these spaces can be defined in the space
E[SO(k)® — @SO(k)] as well. We will need them in §3.
These spaces will be denoted by the same symbol as in the previous case but
with a bar over the symbol
For example

D,= {xeE[SO(k)® --®SO(k)]\\\Xj\\£l for j = 1, - , /} .

The construction of Γ;(&). There is a natural fibration ΘDΛS -^Z/ with
structure group SO^'^k) and with fibre DkxDkχ -χDk ((/—I) factors), where
Dk denotes the open unit ball in Rk. This fibration can be induced from the
universal bundle DUi^BSO^'-^k) by a bundle map (J7, β):
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dD,\St -£» DU

Dkx-xDk \Dkx-xDk

(/—I) factors I (/—I) factors

Zι -^-> BSO«-ι\k)

in such a way that β~\Yι-i)= YιΠ dDt.
The map β can be extended in a unique way to a continuous map /5: &\Dj—>
iy^A). Recall that ΰ . j C Γ / . ^ ) . Now the space Γ,(&) by definition is the
space Γι(k)=Dι U βTi-^k), i.e. in the disjoint union Z), U Ti-^k) we identify each
point y^dDιcDι with its image

I.e. Equivalence of the two definition of Γ/(&). Here we show that the
two constructions of Tt(k) are equivalent, i.e. they give the same space (at least
up to homotopy).
Notice that

a) BSO«Hk) = BSO(k) x - x BSO(k) x WS(l),
^ 'SCO

/-factors

b) MSO{k)\* = D,= {x<=ESO(k) \\x\\<l} and

c) fl? = fl1x "
sen

Hence if we perform identification (1) of (l.a.2) then we obtain U D{, Per-

forming identification (2) we map the fib ration dD^Sf —> Z{ by a fiberwise
linear isomorphism into the fibre bundle Z)?_i-» jB*SO(ί-1)(Λ) and identify the
points with their images, i.e. perform the same identification as in the second
definition.

2. Connections between the space Γ;(/c) and Uchida's groups
C°(n, k; I)

Theorem 2.1.

where Cίn+k{.) denotes the (n-\-k)-th bordism group.

More precisely, the following holds.

Theorem 2.Γ.
I.I. If f: Mn-*-Nn+k is a completely regular l-immersion, then there exists

a continuous map h: Nn+k-*Γt(k) such that h~\Ϋi) = f(M) where Ϋι = U F, .

{Recall that y t c ΰ ! c Γ ^ ) for i<l, hence Ϋg
The map h is uniquely defined up to homotopy.
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1.2. If h'\ ΛΓn+*-> Γ/(&) is a continuous map, then there exists a continuous map
h: ΛΓll+*->Γl(*) such that

a) h' and h are homotopic

b) h~\ Ϋι) is the image of an l-immersion.

II. 1. (relative version of I.I.)
Suppose that Mn and Nn+k are manifolds with non empty boundaries, f: Mn-+Nn+k

is a completely regular l-immersion such that f(dM)ddN and also f\dM: 3M->9iV
is a completely regular l-immersion. Let h be a map dN->Tι(k) corresponding to
the l-immersion / | 9 M

: 9M->dN. Then there exists a map h: N-+Γι(k) such that
h-1(Ϋl)=f(M)andhUN=h.

Proof of I.I. and II. 1. First of all observe that the analogues of the spaces
Dh dDh Sh Yh Zι can be defined for an arbitrary bundle v with structure group
SO(l)(k). These spaces will be denoted by Dfa), dD^v) etc. respectively.
Now the proof of the theorem goes by induction on /. For 1= 1 the statement
follows from the Pontryagin-Thorn construction. For a completely regular l-
immersion/: Mn->Nn+k denote by KJJ) and Tt{f) the set {yζ=Nn+k\ card
f~ι(y}=l} and its tubular neighbourhood, respectively, (dim K1(f)=n—(I— l)k,
dim Γ /(/)=n+A).
Let vf denote the normal bundle of Kt(f) in N. We can identify Tt(f) with
Dt{vf) in such a way that f(M) (Ί T*/(/) corresponds to Y^Vj).
Let hx be a bundle map from the bundle vf: Tι{f)-^Kι{f) into the universal

Rlk

bundle ξ: ESO«\k) >BSO^ such that Y ^ H ^ i Γ W ? / ) ) -
In case II. 1. i.e. when 8M is not empty then dKj(f)czdNy Tt(J) Γi dN=dTj(f)

and we also demand hx to coincide with h on 3Γ/(/).

Consider the manifold N\Tt{f). Then

1. Its boundary is 9(ΛΓ\Γ/(/))=8Γ/(/).

2. /(M)n(N\7' /(/)) is the image of an (1—1) immersion into N\T,(f).

3. f(M) Π 9(JV\Γ/(/)) is the image of an (/-I) immersion into d(N\T,(f))
to be denoted byfv

4. AIUCMΓ C/)) is the map corresponding to fx i.e. Ar1(Irι)Π9(iV\71

/(/)) =
image oίfx.

By the induction assumption there exists a map A2: iV\T'/(/)->Γ/_1(A) such
that h21(Yι-i)=f(M)Πd(N\Tι(f)) and h2 coincides with hλ on the boundary
(i.e. A2U(Λr\r/(/))==Ai). Then the map A: N->Tι(k) defined by the formulae
A[jv\r/(/)=:*2> Alr1(/)==ί"/0*i> (where i/ is the inclusion Z>/CΓ/(Λ)), is correctly
defined and this is the required map. Q.E.D.

Proof of 1.2. The map h' can be approximated by a map h which is trans-
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versal to the subspace ΘDI—j of Γ7(β). Then h~ιίdϋl— J j will be a submani-

fold in Nn+k (of codimension /), and it divides the manifold Nn+k into two parts:

JVi and ΛΓ2, where N^h^D^Jj. N, UΛΓ2 = N»+k and JVi Π N2 = h~l{dDl

—))• Denote by ΛΓί and Hi the manifolds Nλ Π 3ΛΓ and iV2 Π 9iV. Let Ut be

the set Y% Π 9Z)/—J. We may suppose that the map h | ^n N2: Ht Π N2->DI—)

is transversal to £//. Then the restriction of the map h: iV->Γ/(ft) to the set

ΛΓjΠΛΓg is transversal to Yt. Hence the map Al^: ΛΓ1->Z)/ί — j can be made

transversal to Y,ΠD^ — J without changing it on NXΓ{N2. Let rt: Y^kfφί—J

-*Tl-1(k) be a retraction. Such a retraction does exist and can be defined

uniquely because

1. DJ\D1 — j can be retracted onto 9DZ by projection along the radii.

2.

By the induction assumption the map r^hl^: N2->Tι-ι(k) can be perturbed to

achieve the preimage of Y)_i(&) to be the image of an (/—l)-immersion / into

N2. This perturbation can be performed in such a way that it leaves rtoh

unchanged on NXΓ[N2, since ^oAl^n^ ^s already transversal to £//. Now

take the union of the image of the above (/—1) immersion with the set

h~ιi YJΠDI — ) \ This union forms the image of an /-immersion into Nn+k.

This is the required /-immersion.

REMARK 2.2. Barratt and Eccles proved that the space Γ/X is stably

homotopically equivalent to the wedge space (Γ/_1X)V(Γ/.X'/Γ7_!-X). Now

from the isomorphism U,n+1(SY)^Un(Y) and theorem 2.1 it follows that the

natural map C°(n, k\ l—l)->C°(n, k; I) is a monomorphism.

3. Computation of the group Ωre+Λ(Γ//b))®Q

It is well known (see [5]) that the rank of the bordism groups of an arbi-

trary space X can be computed by the formula

Ω*(X)®ρ~fl*(X; £)®Ω* (3.1)

where ίl* denotes the sum φ Ω, of Thorn's cobordism groups. By Theorem
ί=0
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2.1. of [B-E 3] we know that

); Q) = θ ^ ( Γ ^ / Γ ^ Λ ) ; 0) (3.2)

The factor space Γ^fy/Γi^k) coincides with the Thorn space MSO(i)(k).
So the computation of groups of Uchida is reduced to the computation of groups
H*(MSO«\k); Q).

Lemma 3.3. The group i?*(M£O(0(&) Q) is isomorphic to the subring
of the tensor product H*{MSO{k)\ Q)® — ®H*(MSO(k)\ Q) (i factors) consist-
ing of those elements, which are invariant under the natural S(i) action of this
product.
The natural S(i) action on H*(MSO(k)\ Q)®-®H*(MSO(k); Q) can be de-
scribed as follows. Given
<r(ΞS(i) and aι®a2®-®ai<ΞH*{MSO{k)\ Q)® — ®H*{MSO(k)\ Q) we define
σ(a1®-"®ai) to be equal to aa.ω® - ®aσ(i).

Proof. There exists a fibre bundle of pairs (Dh dD() —* BS(i), with fibres
(Dh 3-D,), where BS(i) is the classifying space for the group S(i)

JΌ ifi>l
= \s(i) if y=i.

The second term of the spectral sequence of this fibration is

E**=H*(BS(i);H*(MSO(k)Λ-ΛMSO(k); Q)) (local coefficients)

(The coefficients are H*(MSO(k) A Λ MSO(k) Q)

because Di\dDi=MSO(k)A"ΆMSO(k)). The final term E^ is associated to
the reduced cohomology ring H*(MSO{i)(k)\ Q).
It is known, that Hj(BS(i); A)=0 for any j>0 if in the coefficient group A
(which is an S(i) module) each element can be divided by i\ (see [4] Corollary
2.7, chapt. XII). The group H°(BS(i); A) can be identified with the sub-
module AS{i) of the S(i) module A> consisting of all S(i) invariant elements.
Hence the spectral sequence described above is trivial i.e. E2 = E^ and
JS"*(M5O ( I ) (^) ; Q) is isomorphic to the ring of S(i) invariant elements of
R*(MSO(k)A-AMSO(k); Q)=H*(MSO(k); Q)®-®H*(MSO(k); Q).

Q.E.D.

Finally we derive an explicit formula for the ranks of Uchida's groups. In
view of the above this is merely a combinatorial problem. We introduce some
notation. Let π(m) denote the number of partitions of the positive integer

oo

m into sum of integers m=^ xh x1>x2>-^>0. Let πk(m) denote the number

of those partitions where k>xv For a graded ^-module J—J0(BJi(B" ,
oo

let pj(t)='Σ (dim/, ) f denote the dimension generating function of / . The di-
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mension generating function of the Thorn module Ω*®Q is Po,(t) =

Π / ( ) ' (3.3)

Given Pj(t) for some graded ζ)-module / , we wish to determine the dimension

generating function of the symmetrized tensor product S(J, tn)=J°J° ••• °J

(m times).

Setting dt = dim / , and Psυ,m)(t) = g A t* (3.4)

we clearly have ΰ , = Σ Π dβj (3-5)

where the summation extends over all integral solutions (βl9 "',βm) of the equa-

tion βλ-\ \-βm—h such that 0<β1<"*<βm.

In our case, the role of / will be played by the cohomology ring H*(MSO(k);Q)

&H*-k(BSO(k); Q). It is well known, that

a) H*(BSO(2s+l);Q)=Q[ply-yps] and

b) H*(BSO(2s); Q)=Q[pl9 - , p,-l9 X2s] where degp~4i, deg X2s=2s.

Hence

a) ifk = 2 s+l then/>/(*) = tk^πs{ί)'tAi = tk Π (1-ί 4 ' ) ' 1 )
,-i ί β l (3.6)

b) if k = 2 s then />/(ί) = ί* (l—ί 2 ί)~ 1 #Π (1—ί*')"1 )

Now our final result is

oo

Theorem 3.7. Let UkJ(t)= 2 rank C°(n, k; l)tn+k denote the rank gen-

erating function of Uchida's groups. Then

where PQ(t) is defined by (3.3), and Psυ,m)(t) by (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6).

Proof. Immediate by formula (3.1), (3.2), Lemma 3.1. and Theorem 2.1.

Q.E.D.

REMARK 3.8. In a very similar way one can compute the nonorientable

Uchida's groups too (see [9]).

REMARK 3.9. One can generalize Uchida's groups admitting maps with

simplest singularities. The computation of the obtained groups must be quite

available using the appropriate analogue of the space Γ/(&) for the maps with

singularities (see [10] and [11]).

PROBLEM. TO construct the analogue of the spaces Γ/(&) for the more

complicated singularities and investigate their homotopy types. This must

lead to some geometrical consequences about the realization of homology (or
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bordism) classes of manifolds by immersions or maps with simple singularities
(see [10], Theorem B).
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